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If you could choose how to receive your favourite novel, how would you? Many of us have been programmed from
childhood to accept that stories come on a page, as a book or on a screen, as a TV show or a movie. However new
technologies are disrupting the publishing business as stories are downloaded to be consumed on e-readers, mobile
devices and computer screens. Authors are increasingly "curators", "story architects" or "experience designers" and
are looking toward the creation of storyworlds rather than a linear stream. In addition, the relationship between
consumers and media is changing as the value of print alters and the human tidal wave moving from print to
screen-reading is causing seismic shifts in the way that entertainment and content is conceived and received.

The entertainment industries are no stranger to buzzwords. "Engagement", "enhancement" and "immersion" have
been bandied about over-zealously for years, but "transmedia" is one that's sticking across a variety of mediums,
especially publishing, and with good reason. Narratives are rapidly adapting to converge with digital publishing
and transmedia storytelling offers options for readers and writers to engage and connect with stories. Whether you
consider this a revolution or evolution, transmedia storytelling is beginning to change the way that books, film, TV
and games are being developed and produced. 

Henry Jenkins, a former MIT Professor, defined transmedia storytelling as “a process where integral elements of a
fiction get dispersed systematically across multiple delivery channels.” The bottom line is that transmedia offers
options. You choose whether you’d like to read on the train in bite-sized chunks of text, watch a short video story
update or even, as in Girl Number 9, catch up on Twitter, where you can interact with characters and receive clues
and updates. Blog fictions such as Staying Single offer real-life "souvenirs", video, email, Second Life visits and
forums for discussion along with mock-ups of magazine covers to extend elements of the storyworld.

Publishers are excited about delivering stories in new ways, but there is also some caution and resistance to change
from both publishers and readers, as moving the action from one device to another mid-story raises the risk of
distraction. While transmedia storytelling can be an effective way of providing options and adding value, successful
implementation requires care and sensitivity. Whether the links between media are cyber bridges, GPS games or
audio clues, moving a reader from book to device relies on the transition being relevant to the new platform, so that
each medium excels at what it does best. Publishers are aware that it could be a few years before the full effects are
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seen, with new narratives developing organically and finding a receptive audience.

It's not only publishers that are excited about transmedia. Advertising agencies are creating storyworlds for high-
profile companies and trying to make the best use of emerging technologies and multiple platforms. HBO Cube  is a
multi-dimensional experience telling a story from several points of view in about two minutes, and Sally Potter’s
film Rage is believed to be the world's first feature film to debut on mobile phones. 

There’s no doubt that these are times of radical changes and options are growing rapidly. Daily Lit emails novels
page by page, Keitai – Japanese cell phone novels – are written, delivered and read on mobile devices, vook blends a
book with video excerpts, with connectivity to friends through social media. Simon & Schuster recently published
Promises by Jude Deveraux as a vook, Canongate released Nick Cave’s The Death of Bunny Munro as an iPhone
app and Dutton harnessed ‘e’ when they published CSI writer, Anthony Zuiker’s Level 26, complete with calls-to-
action drawing readers online to view cyber bridges. Reader interaction like this is shaping readers into active
participants as they become engaged with the content, sometimes helping to shape or mash it. 

There will always be readers who love the book as a tactile, personal souvenir, but mobile devices are already
allowing us to read in new ways. In the US, Esquire magazine is offering an augmented reality front cover this
month, and Entertainment Weekly recently embedded a video player in its pages. The bottom line is that some
readers and writers are changing their habits and fans are becoming actively engaged in stories. The value of a good
story remains; the question is will you prefer to read, listen, watch, or do?

Online editing by Holden Frith

I also think that simplicity is key with regards to stories. Its all about getting a point across. Only this month I started
a story room for our company http://bit.ly/Story_Room and its working wonders.

Luke Grange Thursday, November 26, 2009 1:59:44 AM

Lovely summary of the state of storytelling so far, Alison. It makes one think further, too - "what is a story? Is it more
than the experience? "

jo howard Wednesday, November 25, 2009 5:32:48 PM

Great article -- I've not come across the term transmedia before in this context. It also helps define a particular genre
of web series - where there is a true two way conversation between the "creator" and audience, Put loads of links to
those shows and experiments on my web series blog www.storygas.com All the best, NEIL

StoryGas Wednesday, November 25, 2009 1:40:45 PM
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